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The magazine Sky and Telescope published an interesting article on the solar observatory of Anacapri
in its May 1966 issue. The solar observatory main instrument was a Domeless Coudé refractor built by
Karl-Otto Kiepenheuer (1910-1975) in the mid-fifties (Figure 1 and 2). The Zeiss (Oberkochen, West
Germany) super achromat had a 35 cm objective that could be pointed directly at the Sun. Two flat
mirrors in the optical train provided a fixed solar image on an inclined optical bench with a Littrow
spectrograph. The intent behind the absence of a dome and the careful thermal control of the entire
system was the suppression of internal and near-by seeing. One of the most prominent
accomplishments of this telescope was the detection of solar oscillation Eigenmodes by Franz-Ludwig
Deubner in 1973. The site of the observatory, on a cliff only 250 m above the Mediterranean Sea level,
was exceedingly pleasant and featured a beautiful telescope, but proved not to provide adequate
weather and seeing conditions for high-resolution solar research. The telescope was therefore
abandoned, and operations were moved to Tenerife in 1988.

Figure 1- Karl-Otto Kiepenheuer (1910-1975), Die Sonne, Springer 1957, Domeless Capri Observatory.

K.O. Kiepenheuer began its studies of physics, astronomy, and mathematics in 1929 at the Berlin
Institute of Technology and the University of Berlin. After visiting the Meudon observatory during one
semester Kiepenheuer worked at the Göttingen Observatory where he tried to develop a method to
measure the UV radiation of the Sun. Kiepenheuer established the Fraunhofer Institute near Freiburg
in 1943 and served as the head of the institute until he passed away in 1975.
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Figure 2- Sky and Telescope article, May 1966.

Figure 3- Capri Solar observatory today.

The solar observatory is located in the island of Capri and stands 250 m above sea level. A 11-meter
tower caries the outer shield of the instrument and the refractor and its mounting are supported by
an independent tower inside the building. The outer and inner telescope tubes are spaced by only a
few centimetres. This telescope design was developed by Kiepenheuer and Bernard Lyot (18971952).
The outer tube provides protection against the wind and weather and the inner tube carries the optics.
The main lens is a Zeiss type-F three lens apochromat with an aperture of 35 cm and a focal length of
4.45 m.
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The Capri Domeless telescope is presently in poor conditions (Figure 3 and 4). An Italian consortium
has plans to do a complete restauration of the solar telescope and the surrounding buildings
(http://www.baumgartner.it/) (Figure 5 and 6).

Figure 4- Capri Solar observatory today.

Figure 5- Renovation plans – Capri Solar observatory.
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Figure 6- Renovation plans – Capri Solar observatory.
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